CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

This chapter draws a conclusion based on the discussion in the previous chapters. The researcher wants to give the conclusion of this study that was written from the starting until finishing. According to the theme, the researcher chosen a novel *Deception Point* as the subject of the thesis entitled *Rachel's Struggle to Reveal Political Conspiracy in the Conflict in Dan Brown’s Deception Point*. Selection of this theme because there are many plots twists and surprises throughout the story and interesting conflict.

The researcher concluded that there are some conflicts that happened to the main character. Being in the midst of Several times conflict makes Rachel almost lost her life. Firstly is Rachel’s Conflict with the President. She did not want to tell about meteorite’s discovery but the president continued to urge Rachel to report to the White House staff. Rachel does not have another option to accept assignments from the president. President had planned Rachel participation in this mission very well. Secondly is Rachel’s conflict with Delta force. The Delta force was assigned to kill Rachel and her friends in a confidential manner. Conflict that Rachel faced was the struggle for survival of the attack to her. Thirdly is Rachel’s conflict with William Pickering. This conflict was very unpredictable in this story. Pickering was the person who made the conspiracy of the meteorite.
Rachel’s struggle trying to reveal the political conspiracy is not easy. She tries to uncover the truth of meteorite with her friends. Rachel’s first actions in uncovering irregularities meteorites are shown in collecting evidences that exist. There are some problems occur in Rachel’s life when she is revealing political conspiracy. First, Rachel struggles to collects evidence more clearly about the truth of meteorite, although she got an attack from Delta Force who made her life in danger. Second, Rachel’s struggle against the Delta Force, Delta Force is the squad sent by the conspirator to kill Rachel and her friends. Delta Force consists of a group of well trained assassins, Rachel tries to survive in wounded a state after coming under attacked from the Delta force. Third, Rachel’s struggle against William Pickering, Pickering is a man who planned the conspiracy. He is NRO’s director. Pickering wants to kill Rachel because she knows about Pickering’s plan. Pickering sent Delta Force to kill Rachel.

Finally, it is concluded that Rachel fight to reveal political conspiracy in the conflict that occur. Rachel’s struggle requires a combination of confidential strategies and activities to uncover the conspiracy of William Pickering. This shows that Rachel struggles to survive all the attacks that she face is the way to uncover the truth.